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Let your memory be your travel bag. 

Memories of school Educational trips are among the most prominent of the formative years, 

largely because they are a welcome break in the routine for both students and teachers. While 

their purpose is essentially to educate, they can also be a fun bonding and adventurous 

experience for everyone involved.  

           

Going on an Educational trip means more than simply leaving the school grounds. Educational 

trips should always have a major educational element, but the impact of Educational trips can 

extend much further. The importance of Educational trips includes giving students the chance to 

build closer bonds with their classmates, experience 

new environments and enjoy a period of time away 

from the classroom. 

Taking students into a new environment gives them the 

experience of traveling in a group and teaches them to 

be respectful of the locations they visit  

These trips can give students exposure to places they 

might not otherwise visit. 

 

The day started of early with all of the students and teachers meeting at the airport for the tour. 

The build up to the excitement of this journey started right from the airport and remained with us 

till lavasa. 

Apart from the adventurous elements that these activities added to our tour they helped the 

students  in bonding with their friends , teachers and THE X THRILL instructors which made 

them to  stay more comfortable. The first day ended on a good note with a bonfire.  

Teachers along with students kick-started the day with a four phased soft trek which was 

followed by waterfall rappelling. Many of the students went against fears of height, water etc. 

and performed this activity that helped them to gain confidence. Later all got refreshed, 

collected their certificates and headed out to Pune.  

The most awaited day of the trip had arrived. Students spent the whole day at IMAGICA going 

on various rides and shows. 

 In the evening The team left the place reluctantly as they left to board their train in Mumbai to 

head back to Hyderabad. 

On returning to Hyderabad students not only carried a trunk filled of memories but also learnt 

the importance of team spirit. 

                        “We went as individuals and returned as a team” 
 



 

  

 

 

 
                                         

 


